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Abstract. With the development and change of big data related technologies, more and more 
large amounts of data need to be analyzed. Now there are companies like Google, Yahoo, etc. 
Frameworks such as MapReduce, Hadoop, Spark, etc. are developed for processing large 
amounts of data. In this paper, relevant discussions and researches are carried out on time series 
forecasting under the new era of big data. Now there are time series forecasting methods based 
on map reduce, Hadoop, spark data processing framework, including nearest neighbor 
distribution method, neural network method, etc., which have made quite good achievements in 
big data time series forecasting. By reading the relevant research literature, it is universally 
acknowledged that the Spark’s framework has good application prospects and potential in 
predicting big data time series. As a result, this paper is mainly aimed at the optimization and 
improvement of the big data time series forecasting method on the basis of the spark framework. 
The author noticed that most of the default configurations of spark clusters are generated by 
default or automatically, rather than the optimal solution obtained after algorithm optimization, 
so there is still room for improvement in this regard. In this regard, this paper proposes a kernel 
method for visual data processing of related configurations and parameters, and then optimizes 
the default data configuration as much as possible to improve the accuracy and feasibility of the 
big data time series prediction method on the basis of the spark framework. In this paper, the 
optimized scheme is used to forecast the domestic electricity consumption in the past five years, 
and the results show that the optimized scheme has a good improvement performance on the 
basis of the original method. 

Keywords: Spark, time series forecast, big data, Parzen estimation. 

1.  Introduction 
Now, it is the boom of the rise and development of the era of big data, which has brought about the 
innovation and progress of information technology, but it has also brought about the generation of a 
huge mass of data, so the issue of how to store as much data as possible has changed is particularly 
important. As information technology in hardware is continuously developed and improved, the speed 
and reserves of collecting information gradually meet people’s needs; what follows is how to optimize 
the processing and analysis of the large amounts of data generated, and use methods such as data mining. 
To dig out the useful information, the author needed to form a large amount of data. According to a 
recent report, more than 80% of the world’s data information has been generated in the last five years, 
and this evolution has make a contribution to the term big data. But all data will have data characteristics 
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that are indexed over time, which is called time series in the academic circle. For example, regarding 
the construction and management of smart cities, the author could obtain information about economic 
levels, traffic conditions, medical management, emergency communications, etc. data, and their analysis 
needs to consider their evolution over time, for example: data measuring water demand can be used for 
various purposes such as predicting changes in residential water consumption; predicting abnormal data 
values. 

Today, companies such as Google have developed and released frameworks for processing huge 
mass of data, such as MapReduce, Hadoop, spark, and more. Among them, the MapReduce technology 
developed by Google[1], uses an overall framework that divides the input data into chunks and proposes 
a single solution for each chunk. Next, Yahoo also proposed Hadoop[2], different from MapReduce. 
The Hadoop architecture proposed by Yahoo is open source. However, the performance of the 
MapReduce framework and the Hadoop framework in the iterative calculation of data is not satisfactory 
in terms of processing speed. Therefore, the Spark framework proposed after the improvement and 
innovation of the University of California, Berkeley, solves this problem well[3]. Like the Hadoop 
framework, the Spark framework is also based on the Distributed File System (HDFS), which is also an 
open source project; however, the difference is that Spark allows multiple data tasks in memory to run 
at the same time, in order to achieve a higher Hadoop which runs data analysis faster. Due to the 
improvement of the memory processing speed of a large amount of data, Spark has reached the minimum 
value for the interactive processing of disk data, which has greatly optimized the data processing and 
analysis speed. Now Spark is the most powerful and well-known in the world as one of the data 
processing frameworks. In addition, the programming language compatibility of Spark data processing 
framework structure is also very strong. In addition to the native language of Scala, it also supports 
widely used programming languages such as Java and python. Therefore, compared with the 
MapReduce data frame structure and the Hadoop data frame structure, because Spark performs all data 
analysis and processing in memory, it has greater advantages in processing and analyzing large amounts 
of data and performing iterative calculations. Compared with Hadoop, the analysis and processing speed 
is an order of magnitude improvement. Therefore, the new big data time series prediction method 
proposed in this paper is designed and optimized on the basis of the Spark data frame structure to obtain 
more ideal time series prediction results. When considering the feasibility of processing and analyzing 
large amounts of data, the sheer volume of data can be intimidating and questioning its feasibility. At 
this point, after method screening and a number of existing experimental results, data mining technology 
may be a feasible way. After consulting relevant literature, data mining has been applied in fact 
prediction: trying to use it for disease diagnosis [4], laws of nature [5], resident life[6], energy 
consumption and other fields. 

This paper considers that the configuration of Spark in the data set may be difficult to achieve due to 
the large amount of data, so most of the related research in practice turns to the direction of automatic 
research optimization[7,8]. In [1-3], a k-weighted nearest neighbor (kWNN) based time series 
forecasting algorithm developed in the Scala which is a sort of programming language depending on the 
Apache Spark framework was proposed and used in the real application of the Spanish electricity market 
for energy demand time series forecasting obtain better results. It is worth mentioning here that the 
Spark framework has improved the MapReduce released by Google, which is mainly reflected in 
supporting new applications in the same engine; in addition, there is a unique distributed work operation 
mode of the Spark framework, which uses Resilient distributed datasets that can perform automatic 
distributed work. By loading the data set into the elastic distributed data set variable, and then dividing 
the loaded data set into different blocks in the memory, all operations are completed in the memory 
partition. This memory processing optimization method makes Spark have a processing and analysis 
speed that is significantly better than the previous two big data processing frameworks. 

In addition, the two major obstacles to shortening the computing time are the performance of 
transmission and the analysis of data traffic. If these two obstacles can be solved well, the speed of big 
data processing and analysis can also be greatly improved. A great improvement was made in[9] related 
research. Although Spark is recognized as one of the best big data processing frameworks in the world, 
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there is still room for optimization and improvement. By reading related materials, it can be seen that 
most of the intrinsic parameters in the Spark framework are default data, so you can consider optimizing 
the default configuration of the Spark cluster, such as the optimal solution for the number of partitions, 
and the best way to allocate the number of cores to improve the Cluster performance, speed up 
processing and shorten computing time. 

In this paper, the optimization method of Spark framework in big data time series prediction is 
reflected in the kernel density estimation. The algorithm proposed in this paper infers the distribution of 
the overall data according to limited samples. The result of estimation on the kernel density is the 
possibility estimation on density function of the sample. In accordance with the estimated probability 
density function, some properties of the data distribution can be obtained, such as data aggregation. 
region, and then optimize the default configuration parameters of the Spark cluster. The results obtained 
in this experiment show that the kernel density estimation algorithm has a certain optimization 
improvement to the original method of big data time series prediction. 

All in all, the highlight of the new method proposed in this paper is that： 
1. Based on the Spark big data framework, this paper proposes an optimized big data time series 

forecasting scheme using Parzen estimation. 
2. In this experiment, the electricity data of the past ten years released by the State Grid is substituted 

into the experiment, and the measurement is carried out once a week, and the time series prediction of 
the electricity consumption in the last five years is carried out using the experimental method. feasibility. 

What is followed by is the structure of this paper: Section 2 describes the relevant research results of 
Spark-based predicting big data time series, including the advantages of the Spark framework and the 
development of time series forecasting; Section 3 introduces the optimization of the kernel method 
proposed in this paper, and the background and specific implementation of the plan. Section 4 uses the 
optimized algorithm to predict the domestic electricity consumption in the past five years and compare 
it with the official data to obtain the experimental results. Then, the algorithm optimization scheme of 
the full text is reviewed and summarized, the experimental conclusions are drawn, and the full text is 
included. 

2.  Related work and background on big data time series prediction with Spark 
In this part, the article discusses the related research progress and development background of the actual 
prediction of big data based on the Spark framework. The former part mainly expounds the related work 
of time series prediction; the latter part discusses the development background of Spark framework and 
Parzen estimation. 

2.1.  Relate work on time series prediction 
To trace the beginning of a time series, the source of the idea is the annual forecast of sunspot numbers, 
as described by Yule in[10], he first proposed that the prediction of the next time series is derived from 
the weighted operation result of the previous observations, which is the time series prediction method 
rudiments of thought. 

In the academic field of predicting time series , the most common are classical methods and methods 
based on data mining. However, considering the actual situation and application scenarios, there are 
many data mining techniques that cannot be applied well into big data scenarios. Therefore, some 
researchers have developed a new distributed data mining technology for big data, and developed a 
method for solving typical cases such as classification and regression [11,12]. 

On the basis of the existing research results, Do and Poulet optimized the existing SVM learning 
algorithm. The performance of the optimized algorithm has an advantage over the standard SVM 
algorithm in all aspects [13]. After reading and reviewing the previously published works, the author 
found that the prediction of big data time series is a new topic that is in line with the current development 
direction of information technology and has great development prospects, especially for big data time 
series prediction using distributed transportation structure and based on Spark framework, taking full 
advantage of Spark. Ventura et al. proposed several achievable and applicable methods based on the 
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Spark framework[14]. After that, some researchers successively introduced kNN-based[15], and deep 
learning-based big data time series forecasting methods in 2016-2017. 

After consulting, it can be seen that time series forecasting has been widely researched in the 
academic world, but the research on Spark-based big data time series forecasting methods still needs to 
be further explored and discovered, which shows the theme of this article. necessity. 

2.2.  Applications and advantages of Spark framework 
When the computing frameworkin Spark do some operations on the data, all intermediate data are stored 
in memory. Because Spark makes full use of memory to compute data, it reduces disk read and write 
operations and improves the computational efficiency of the framework. Simultaneously, Spark is also 
compatible with HDFS and Hive, and can be well integrated with the Hadoop system, making up for 
the performance shortcomings of high latency in MapReduce. It can be concluded that Spark is a faster 
and more efficient platform in computing big data. 

In general, Spark has the following salient features: 

2.2.1. Generality. Spark provides a unified solution for batch processing, interactive query (SparkSQL), 
real-time stream processing (SparkStreaming), machine learning (SparkMLlib), and graph computing 
(GraphX), which can be seamlessly integrated in the same application. Combined use can greatly reduce 
the labor cost of development and maintenance in big data and the material expense of deploying the 
platform. 

2.2.2. High speed. According to the official statistics reviewed, compared with Hadoop, Spark’s 
memory-based computing efficiency is more than 100 times faster, and its hard disk-based computing 
efficiency is more than 10 times faster. Spark implements an efficient DAG execution engine capable 
of efficiently processing data streams through in-memory computing. 

2.2.3. Ease of use. Spark programming supports Java, Python, Scala and R languages, and also has more 
than 80 advanced algorithms. In addition, Spark also supports interactive Shell operations. Developers 
can easily use the Spark cluster to solve problems in the Shell client. 

2.2.4. Compatibility. Spark can run on Hadoop model, Mesos model, Standalone model or Cloud, and 
also have access to various data sources. 

In contrast, Spark has many advantages, and it is widely applied into different kinds of fields. For 
example, it is able to process spatiotemporal air quality data[16]. A parallel air quality prediction system 
is designed and developed to handle large imbalanced datasets as efficiently as possible In terms of deep 
learning [17]. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) with popular intrusion detection strategies was 
developed and used spark for intrusion detection. 

2.3.  Development background of Parzen estimation 
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a kind of density function used in probability theory to estimate 
unknown density function. The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the Spark framework, and 
uses limited samples to predict the distribution of the overall data. The result of estimation on the kernel 
density is the probability estimation on density function of the sample. In accordance with the estimated 
probability density function, the data distribution can be obtained. Some properties, and then make 
predictions on big data time series. 

Intuitively, the kernel density estimation method is a common histogram. From a theoretical point of 
view, it does not involve the prior knowledge of the data distribution to study the distribution 
characteristics of the data. This method is visually explained below with a simple two sets of diagrams: 
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Figure 1. Histogram of randomly generated data. 

 
Figure 2: Approximate kernel square distribution of the same set of data. 

Through the reasonable selection of kernel function and bandwidth, the author could initially 
establish the probability density function model of the analyzed big data time series, and then calculate 
the influencing factors to be considered through the weighted calculation of algorithm design, and the 
established model can be deployed to analyze large data. Data time series forecasting is optimized. 

3.  Methodlogy 

3.1.  Background of the method 
One of the methods that is extensively applied into the density function estimation is the histogram. The 
characteristics of the histogram are simple and easy to understand, but the disadvantages lie in the 
following three aspects: the density function is not smooth; the density function is greatly affected by 
the width of the sub-interval (that is, each histogram); and if the same original data takes different sub-
intervals range, the displayed results may be completely different. The division interval of the two 
graphs is different by 0.8, but the density function displayed seems to be very different. In addition, the 
histogram can only display 2-dimensional data at most, and if there are more dimensions, it cannot be 
effectively displayed. 
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Figure 3: Gaussian kernel density estimation distribution map (smooth kernel). 

Although different kernel functions can be used to obtain consistent conclusions (the overall trend 
and the regularity of density distribution are basically the same), the kernel density function is not perfect. 
In addition to the selection of the kernel algorithm, the bandwidth also affects the density estimation, 
and the bandwidth value that is too large or too small will affect the estimation result. 

The application scenarios of Parzen estimation are also very wide: risk prediction of stocks, finance, 
real estate investment, etc. On the basis of univariate kernel density estimation, a prediction model of 
VaR can be established by kernel density estimation, and different predictive models of VaR can be 
established by weighting the coefficient of variation of kernel density estimation. The most widely used 
algorithms in kernel density estimation are Gaussian mixture model and kernel density estimation based 
on neighbors. Gaussian mixture kernel density estimation models are often used in clustering scenarios. 

3.2.  Implementation of the method 
a. Obtain the Kernel Probability Density Model. 

First, the author obtained the distribution region R configured by the default parameters of the spark 
cluster. The author took the region R as a small hypercube centered on x, and the purpose of the author’s 
first step is to determine the probability density. To count the number K of data points falling in this 
region, the author defined the following rules: k(u) equals to 1 when the absolute value of ui is less than 
or equal to 0.5 where i = 1, 2, ..., D; Otherwise, k(u) equals to 0.              

This rule represents a unit cube centered at the origin, and the function k(u) listed above is an example 
of a kernel function. From the rule above, if the data point x_n is located in a cube of side length h 
centered on x, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

𝑘𝑘 �𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
ℎ
� = 1𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘 �𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

ℎ
� = 0      (1) 

It follows that the total number of data points in this cube is 

𝐾𝐾 = ∑ 𝑘𝑘 �𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
ℎ
�𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1      (2) 

From the correlation calculation, the probability density estimate at point x can be obtained 

𝑝𝑝(𝑥𝑥) = 1
𝑁𝑁
∑ 1

ℎ𝐷𝐷
𝑘𝑘 �𝑥𝑥−𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

ℎ
�𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1       (3) 

During the derivation process, the formula for the volume of a cube with side length h in D dimension 
is used :V=ℎ𝐷𝐷. Using the symmetry of the function k(u), the author could express this function as N 
cubes centered on N data points 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛. 

However, the discontinuity of (3) is often brought about due to human reasons. But if the author 
adopted a smooth kernel function, then the author could solve this problem and get a smoother model. 
The most common choice is to use the Gaussian kernel function. Using the Gaussian kernel function, 
the author would get the following kernel probability density model  
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2ℎ2
�

𝑁𝑁

𝑛𝑛=1

    （4） 

Where h is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the construction of the 
probability density model is mainly divided into the following steps: make each data point obey the 
Gaussian distribution, then add the contribution of each data point in the data set, and divide by N, so 
that the probability density can be normalized one. Among them, the parameter h plays an important 
role in the smoothing parameter. If h is small, the model will be too sensitive to noise; if h is large, the 
curve will be too smooth, so the author’s choice of h also needs to be appropriate and compromised. 
One of the great advantages of Parzen in comparison is that it eliminates the calculation in the training 
phase, and only needs to store the training set in the retraining phase. 

b. Substitute the parameter configuration obtained after model optimization back to the original 
method 

At present, there are many models and methods for big data time series prediction based on spark. 
Among them, the author chose a multi-step prediction algorithm for big data time series based on Spark 
[8], which uses the Spark framework of the cluster parameter configuration is also generated by default 
or automatically, so the kernel method proposed in this paper can be used to optimize the default 
parameters, and then optimize and improve the big data time series prediction method based on the 
Spark framework[2]. Arrange the time series in every possible window of past values of w before the 
algorithm starts. In order to obtain all possible groups of h values that can be formed from the original 
time series, the author grouped the time series according to the rules, which in Spark simply requires 
the entire time series stored in Spark Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) can be completed in one 
operation. 

The author reproduced the Spark-based multi-step prediction algorithm for big data time series with 
reference to relevant literature, and optimized the default parameters of the Spark cluster through the 
method proposed in this paper, and obtained the optimized Spark-based big data Time series multi-step 
forecasting optimization algorithm. 

c. The optimized model is used to forecast the national electricity consumption forecast in the last 
five years, and the evaluation draws a conclusion 

4.  Conclusion 
Based on the Spark framework, this paper uses the kernel method to optimize the default or 
automatically generated configuration parameters of the Spark cluster. Referring to the Spark-based 
multi-step prediction and optimization algorithm for big data time series, this method is reproduced and 
optimized with related algorithm programming. In order to test the optimization results of big data time 
series through the kernel method proposed in this paper, this paper uses this model to forecast the total 
electricity consumption in China in the past five years, and compares and evaluates with the real data 
released by the government. After data analysis, it can be seen that the gap between the results obtained 
by the optimized Spark big data time series prediction method and the real data is not more than 30%, 
and the relative error rate is mostly maintained at 10-15%., the average relative error rate is calculated 
to be 14.2%, which shows that the big data time series prediction algorithm optimized by the default 
parameters of the Spark cluster after the kernel method has been improved considerably. As we all know, 
one of the great advantages of Parzen estimation is that it eliminates the calculation in the ‘training’ 
stage, but in a certain way, this also brings some problems, because the calculation cost of estimating 
the probability density will vary with the data set. The scale grows linearly. Therefore, in future research, 
better algorithms can be considered to optimize the default parameters of Spark clusters to cope with 
larger-scale datasets. 
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Figure 4. The relative error rate between the time 
series forecast results and the real data. 

 

 
Figure 5. Published data on the total electricity consumption in 
China in the past ten years. 
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